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The Study of Ancient Phonetic System of Zhou Dynasty was written by Japanese 
famous Chinese phonetic scholar Ooya Tooru. Introducting by traditinal Chinese phonetic 
research method,Ooaya Tooru widely referenced 16 Chinese scholars’ studies of ShiJing’s 
rhymes,and reclassify the characters to thier beloned rhymes categories.As a result of such 
work , he finally generalized an ancient rhyme system which countaining 21 categories of 
rhymes .What’s more ,he separated “wei ”and “zhi” into different categories.And the most 
important thing is that Ooya Tooru is the first man who reconstruct the accurate 
pronounciations to every characters in Chinese phonetic system. During a long period, few 
people knowing about this tremendous contribution was started by Ooya Tooru, but even 
wrongly believed that it was Kalgren Bernhard who gave ancient Chinese ponentic system 
the very first accurate pronounciation system. 
As we know , Japanese kana has very strong connection with the pronounciation of 
Chinese characters . Naturaly Japanese kana’s value of reserving the pronouciation of 
Chinese characters is very ignificant. Ooya Tooru discovered some precious suikoji period 
documents： This thesis is focusing on this strong connection between these two , and will 
give a conclution about the value of Japanese kana to give the clue of system of ancient 
Chinese phonetic. 
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習詞歌考》（1918 年）、《韻鏡考》（1924 年）、《隋唐音圖》（1932 年）等書。其中《韻鏡考》曾經為中國學者（如
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